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General Recommendations

• Access to ALMS is provided under a single password.
• The recommended browser for fast and reliable access to the ALMS is Google Chrome.
• If you have trouble accessing the ALMS, you can fix the problem by clearing the "Cookies" on your browser or by using Incognito Mode.
• For exam entries, use the "Exam Entry (Red Button on LMS Login Screen)" panel on ALMS.
• For the problems you experience at ALMS during exams, we recommend that you first contact instructor of the lesson and then the Coordinator of your Faculty.
If you have problems logging in to ALMS (Cookies)

First, click the icon in the upper right corner of the Chrome Window and click on ‘Settings’ in the menu that opens.
If you have problems logging in to ALMS ...

On the page that opens, click on the 'Clear browsing data' option.
If you have problems logging in to ALMS ...

You can access the ALMS when you select the box next to the cookie and other site data selection and all times as the time range and click 'Clear data'.
Exams on LMS

In order not to be affected by user traffic in your exams, you can access the ALMS Exam Interface by using the Red Exam button in the LMS Login Screen.

The username and password you use to access the LMS are also valid in the LMS Exam Interface.
On this page, your defined exams are listed in the "Active Exam List" section and your completed exams in the "Completed Exams" section. In order to enter the exam, you must wait for the exam time which defined by your instructor.
Exams on ALMS

During the exams, you will be greeted by your instructor's Exam Start Message. Your test and test period will start as soon as you approve this message.
Exams on ALMS

Your time counter starts as soon as the exam starts. You can see:
• how many questions you have
• which of these you answered,
• which ones you left blank,
• which answers to your questions could not be saved on the exam screen.

In the background of each student's question area there is a hologram with the student number. Therefore, students who attempt to cheat and take pictures of the questions during the exam can be identified.
Exams on ALMS

When you click on the end the exam option, the number of your unanswered questions and the questions whose answers have not been saved will appear as a warning.
Exams on ALMS

When you finish the exam, you will see your instructor's Post Exam Message. If your teacher wishes, he can also publish your notes on ALMS before OBS.